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Amar'e Stoudemire is up for grabs in Phoenix. Antawn Jamison might be leaving

Washington. And there's talk of Tracy McGrady landing in New York.

The NBA trade deadline is Thursday, and teams are dancing. But who knows where

certain squads will end up at the end of this annual game of musical chairs?

There are several teams denying interest in wheeling and dealing.

Atlanta Hawks general manager Rick Sund said the core group of his team that is

aiming for a Southeast Division title is the same you can expect to see after the trade

deadline.

"People are talking about us as one of the top teams in the Eastern Conference, and

that's what we strive for," Sund said. "If there is something out there that will make us

better, we'll look at it. Do I anticipate (a deal)? No, I don't."

Sund wouldn't get into specifics about trade chatter, but his indication that the Hawks'

core would stay together seems to rule out a trade involving Joe Johnson, who can

become a free agent after the season.

A recent report speculated that the Hawks might consider fielding offers for Johnson

at the deadline. But there's no indication that teams have inquired about Johnson or

that the Hawks would listen if they did.

That Johnson approached the Hawks about an extension last summer suggests his

preference is to stay with the team even though he turned down its $60 million offer in

hopes of securing a more lucrative deal this summer. The Hawks still intend to re-sign

Johnson. Atlanta structured recent deals for key players with salaries that are less in

2010-11 than this season so they would have increased flexibility for a new deal with

Johnson.

Even Boston Celtics president of basketball operations Danny Ainge has denied

discussing trades with the Charlotte Bobcats or Washington Wizards.

"There is no truth to either one of those," Ainge said. "I have had conversations with a

lot of teams but those have never been discussed. There are a lot of things I would

like to do, but I don't feel a need to do something. I am always looking to upgrade the
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team, if possible."

Ainge said he does not expect any deals to be concluded until closer to Thursday's

trade deadline.

"It will probably heat up," Ainge said.

Minnesota boss David Kahn vows his team won't make any major moves by the trade

deadline. He repeatedly has said he will use this season to evaluate his team before

making any major decisions. So that means Kahn won't trade Jefferson, Love, Jonny

Flynn or the rights to Ricky Rubio.

"Firm as firm can be," Kahn said. "We will not move one of the big people. It would be

a mistake of epic proportions."

Orlando general manager Otis Smith continues to maintain a similar stance. Smith

reiterated that he has no intention of shaking up his team.

"The only way you think about that is if you have injuries," Smith said.

Celtic slump

The Boston Celtics were 23-5 after the Christmas Day win at Orlando. They're 32-18

now. Do the math.

There are several possible reasons.

Kevin Garnett is half the man he used to be, dragging around his hyperextended

knee. Paul Pierce has a bruised foot. Ray Allen has missed games with back spasms,

and Marquis Daniels had missed 29 games after thumb surgery.

Allen is also having the worst shooting season of his career, and Rasheed Wallace is

an all-around bust acquisition. His weak-side defense is deplorable. He isn't effective

in the low post and routinely misfires from the perimeter.

Perhaps Rajon Rondo expressed the biggest problem in that the Celtics lack

chemistry.

"I think it's a little bit of different agendas may be creeping in," Rondo said. "It just all

depends. You know, I think if we all had the right spirit as far as one goal, one thing in

common, I think we'd be a lot better. I can't really elaborate on it too much, but I think

we've just got to be a team with no agendas. We've got to play unselfish, you know?

That's on defense and offense. You've got to want the best for the next man out there

regardless if you're in the game playing well or you're out of the game not playing

well."

Carter won't accept trade

You could call him Mr. Team Player. But Denver's Anthony Carter says he has

another name.
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"I just stay ready," he said. "It's my last name. Anthony Ready."

When point guards Chauncey Billups and Ty Lawson are healthy, Carter usually

doesn't play. He hasn't played in 10 of the past 14 games.

But Carter, who played serious minutes for the Nuggets until rookie Lawson arrived

this season, isn't clamoring for a trade.

"I ain't going nowhere," Carter said. "Because I got to approve it. So I ain't going

nowhere."

Due to signing a one-year contract last summer and having Bird free-agent rights this

summer, Carter has the right to veto any trade.

"Everything is cool. It doesn't bother me," Carter said of his erratic playing time.

"We're in a great position, and we're winning. You can't ask for more. Why would I go

somewhere else and be miserable? You never know when your name is going to be

called. I just stay ready."

Taking care of business

The Milwaukee Bucks continue to do a good job of keeping their turnovers to a

minimum. They are averaging 13.3 turnovers per game, which is seventh-fewest in

the league.

"Considering we've got a rookie point guard (Brandon Jennings) playing a lot of

minutes, our turnovers have been good this year," coach Scott Skiles said. "There's a

game, maybe one a week, where it gets away from us a little bit, but for the most part

we've been a low turnover team. Sometimes, even though we play unselfishly, our

shot selection might not be that great if we shoot a little bit too quick and so some of

those are (like) turnovers. You could look at it like that."

Team rebounding success

Only two teams have surrendered more offensive rebounds than the Oklahoma City

Thunder. Only three teams' leading rebounder averages fewer rebounds than Kevin

Durant's team-high 7.3 boards a game.

Those are reasons why Oklahoma City ranks fourth in the league in rebounding

margin and sixth in total rebounds.

So what's the Thunder's secret?

Everyone contributes.

Led by the best rebounding guard tandem in the league -- Russell Westbrook and

Thabo Sefolosha -- Oklahoma City is the only team that has seven players averaging

close to five rebounds a game.

Oklahoma City might not have a Dwight Howard, Tim Duncan or Zach Randolph to
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dominate the boards. But with everyone chipping in, the Thunder is among the

league's top rebounding teams.

Hinrich available

Chicago's Kirk Hinrich's name figures to be featured in a host of trade rumors.

Bulls management would love to clear more salary cap room for their anticipated free-

agent spending spree in the summer and getting rid of Hinrich's contract -- which has

two years and $17 million remaining after this season -- would be a way to do that.

Hinrich, the longest-tenured Bull, does his best to ignore all the speculation.

"I don't read anything; I don't really look at any of the Web sites that throw out

rumors," he said. "Really, the only time I hear about is if a friend or family members

asks me about it, or someone on the street."

From the baseline

To show his gratitude for making the All-Star Game, Durant is purchasing "Beats by

Dr. Dre" stereo headphones with the words "Thank You" on them for his teammates.

... Indiana Pacers center Jeff Foster will have season-ending surgery on his back.

The Pacers announced in a statement that Foster is "expected to make a full

recovery and be ready for training camp this fall." ... The Timberwolves have the

NBA's second-worst record. But they're also one of six teams that have placed two

players in the 27-man USA Basketball 2010-12 training program from which will come

this summer's World Championship and the 2012 London Olympic teams. Al Jefferson

and Kevin Love both were named to the program.

Orlando's Dwight Howard picked up his 12th technical foul of the season last week.

Four more and he'll receive an automatic one-game suspension from the league.

10 from Tillery

The NBA's most compelling pre-All Star story lines:

1. Allen Iverson quitting on the Grizzlies after just three games

2. Gilbert Arenas' gun situation and suspension

3. Tracy McGrady's impending divorce from the Houston Rockets

4. Memphis flirting with the playoffs

5. Michael Heisley cutting ties with Iverson despite being a superfan

6. Mike Dunleavy quitting on the Los Angeles Clippers

7. The free fall of Detroit and Washington in the East

8. Vinny Del Negro on the hot seat in Chicago
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9. New Jersey winning just four games

10. Iverson deciding to skip the All-Star game despite being voted in

Call Ronald Tillery at 529-2353, read his Grizzlies blog at thememphisedge.com and

listen to him 6-8 a.m. weekdays on The Morning Rush on WHBQ-AM (560).
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